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Iron and iron-phosphorus open-cell foams were manufactured by a replica method based on a powder metallurgical approach to serve as a temporary biodegradable bone replacement material. Iron foams alloyed with phosphorus were prepared with the aim of enhancing the mechanical properties and manipulating the corrosion rate. Two different types of Fe-P foams containing 0.5 wt.% of P were prepared: Fe-P(I) foams from a phosphated carbonyl iron powder and Fe-P(II) foams from a mixture of carbonyl iron and commercial Fe₃P. The microstructure of foams was analyzed using scanning electron microscopy. The mechanical properties and the corrosion behaviour were studied by compression tests and potentiodynamic polarization in Hank’s solution and a physiological saline solution. The results showed that the manufactured foams exhibited an open, interconnected, microstructure similar to that of a cancellous bone. The presence of phosphorus improved the mechanical properties of the foams and decreased the corrosion rate as compared to pure iron foams.

1. Introduction

With an increasingly active lifestyle, accidents, obesity, and the growing age of population, the demand for orthopaedic solutions to bone repair, fractures, osteoporosis, and bone tumours keeps rising. A unique feature of bones is their ability to self-repair minor damage. Nevertheless, a more substantial damage requires an external intervention [1]. This is where both natural and synthetic bone grafts come in. Achieving optimal regeneration requires that the implanted scaffold material meets certain morphological and mechanical criteria. Ranking among the most significant morphological attributes of synthetic bone grafts are openness and the interconnectivity of the pore structure [2]. These provide channels for the transportation of the body fluids and stimulate the proliferation and attachment of new bone tissue. For porous bone substitutes, the optimal pore size for the attachment, differentiation, and growth of osteoblasts and vascularization has been found to range between 100 and 500 μm [3]. Although metals like stainless steel, titanium, and titanium alloys are widely used in orthopaedic surgery because of their excellent mechanical properties [2–4], they, being nondegradable, remain in the body after tissue regeneration. Now, the presence of permanent implants or, to be more precise, the release of their metal ions can in the long run negatively affect the organism. Their removal, on the other hand, requires another surgery, which further burdens the patient and increases the cost of the treatment. Degradable biomaterials have recently proved to be capable of overcoming these drawbacks, as they can make for hard tissue scaffolds [5–7]. They have been introduced as a novel class of highly bioactive materials designed to disintegrate via corrosion after first providing temporary mechanical support for a period of time determined by the place of application [7]. Their greatest advantage is the fact that they require no removal surgery [8]. The literature on biodegradable materials usually pinpoints two metallic systems as particularly suitable, that is, magnesium-based and iron-based systems [8–13]. Magnesium is highly biocompatible and exhibits excellent conductivity and its mechanical properties are...
relatively similar to those of the human bone. Nevertheless, its degradation rate in combination with hydrogen evolution restricts its use in larger implants. Iron-based materials, being capable of combining high strength with a medium corrosion rate, are preferred when higher loads need to be carried [7]. The first in vivo tests revealed that although iron stents resorbed and caused no inflammatory reaction or changes in serum levels, their degradation rate was very low [10]. Much research was done to increase their degradation rate, for example, by alloying [7,12], surface modification [14], and trying new fabrication methods [13].

Porous materials are especially promising in this regard, because, in addition to the reduction of stress shielding, they also allow the ingrowth of new bone tissue and the transportation of the body fluids [15, 16]. More interestingly still, the porosity of cellular materials can be adjusted so as to match the strength and Young's modulus of the human bone. Biodegradable iron foams are most promising here, but the relevant literature offers little information on their use in tissue scaffolding. Few studies have focused on their biocompatibility, degradation rate improvement, and mechanical properties [17–22]. Products prepared from degradable iron and its alloys were found nontoxic and cytocompatible with various cell types, including endothelial [11], fibroblast [20, 21], mesenchymal [13], and smooth muscle [12] and also exhibited haemocompatibility with human blood [17].

In vitro cytotoxicity assessment of porous Fe-Mg and Fe-CNTs and pure Fe manufactured by replica method showed a small osteoblast proliferation [18].

It generally holds that porous materials degrade faster than the compact ones. Nevertheless, a rapid degradation of a bone scaffold could lead to both high cytotoxicity and deterioration of the implant's mechanical properties. Adding appropriate alloying elements is a way of optimizing the degradation rate. One of these elements is phosphorus, known as an essential element maintaining physiological homeostatic processes. Alloying with small amounts of phosphorus (max. 0.6 wt.%) has been known to increase the stress corrosion, sintered density, and the strength of powder steels, which makes it beneficial to materials with high porosity.

Using a replica method, the aim of the present work is to manufacture iron and iron-phosphorus open-cell, sintered foam alloys as potentially biodegradable materials. To vary mechanical properties and the corrosion rate, two types of Fe-P alloyed foams were prepared. One was manufactured from a phosphated carbonyl iron powder, and the other was manufactured from a mixture of carbonyl iron and Fe₃P. The foams were tested for their microstructure, porosity, degradability, and mechanical properties. The manufactured scaffolds seem to exhibit properties worthy of further development as the biodegradable scaffold material for bone repair.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials. Carbonyl iron powder (Figure 1(a)) supplied by BASF, Germany (purity ≥ 99.5%) with spherically shaped particles (d50 value 3.8–5.3 μm) was used as the starting material for all experiments. Two different methods were employed to produce an iron-phosphorus alloyed material. In the first method, the carbonyl iron particles were coated with phosphate layers [23].

The phosphating was carried out by mixing iron powder into a phosphating solution (with acetone as a solvent and orthophosphoric acid as a phosphating active agent) at room temperature for 2 h in air. The powder was then dried at 60 °C for 2 h and then calcinated at 400 °C for 3 h in air.

The phosphated powder particles are shown in Figure 1(b). The phosphorus content in the phosphated powder was determined spectrophotometrically using UV-VIS Spectrophotometer (Shimadzu Japan).

In the second method, commercial Fe₃P (purity ≥ 99.5%), supplied by Alfa Aesar, was admixed into carbonyl iron. The powder mixture was homogenized in Turbula mixer for 30 min. The total phosphorus content was 0.5 wt.% in both cases.

2.2. Foam Preparation. Iron and iron-alloyed foams with interconnected structures were fabricated using a polymer sponge replica technique with polyurethane (PU) foam BULPREN S, supplied by POLY Slovakia (cell size 50–65 PPI) to serve as a sacrificial structure. The slurry for the foam fabrication was prepared by dissolving polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) in water. Subsequently, metallic powders were dispersed in the solution under constant stirring.
The infiltration of sponge with slurry for 3 min was repeated twice; the excess suspension was removed by rolling. The specimens were dried at room temperature and then subjected to a two-step heat procedure in the tube furnace CARBOLITE. Firstly, the specimens were annealed at 450°C for 2 h in a N₂ atmosphere to decompose organic material. Secondly, the debinded metal structures were sintered at 1120°C for 1 h in an atmosphere of 10% H₂−90% N₂. Figure 2 provides a detailed and schematic description of the heat treatment used in the foam fabrication.

2.3. Characterization of Materials

2.3.1. Microstructure and Surface Morphology. The surface morphology of the uncoated and coated powder particles was observed by CrossBeam system AURIGA Compact (ZEISS). The microstructure and the surface morphology of the manufactured metallic foams were observed by a light microscope (Olympus GX7) and a scanning electron microscope (Jeol JSM 7000F, Japan, equipped with INCA EDX analyzer).

2.3.2. Determination of Density and Porosity. The sintered density was calculated by the Archimedes principle (DIN ISO3369). To avoid a penetration of open pores, the samples were wrapped in Parafilmand then weighed in air and water.

\[
\rho = \frac{m_1}{(m_{1p} - m_{2p})/\rho_W - (m_{2p} - m_1)}/\rho_p\tag{1}
\]

where \(m_1\) [g] is the weight of the dried specimens before wrapping in Parafilm, \(m_{1p}\) [g] is the weight of the wrapped specimens weighed in air, \(m_{2p}\) [g] is the weight of the wrapped specimens weighed in water, \(\rho_W\) [g·cm⁻³] stands for the water density at room temperature \([g\cdot cm^{-3}]\), and \(\rho_p\) [g·cm⁻³] stands for the Parafilm density \([g\cdot cm^{-3}]\).

In order to determine the total porosity, the specimens were impregnated with benzyl alcohol in a vacuum and then weighed in air and in water again.

The volume \(P_T\) of the total porosity was calculated according to

\[
P_T = \left[1 - \frac{m_1}{(m_2 - m_3)\cdot\gamma}\right] \cdot 100\%,\tag{2}
\]

where \(m_1\) [g] stands for the weight of the dried specimens before saturation, \(m_2\) [g] is the weight of the specimens saturated with benzyl alcohol, \(m_3\) [g] is the weight of the saturated specimens weighed in water, and \(\gamma\) [g·cm⁻³] represents the theoretical densities of metal.

The open porosity \(P_O\) was estimated according to

\[
P_O = \frac{m_2 - m_1}{\gamma_B \cdot (m_2 - m_3)} \cdot 100%,\tag{3}
\]

where \(\gamma_B\) [g·cm⁻³] stands for the density of benzyl alcohol. The closed porosity \(P_C\) was calculated as the difference between the total and open porosity according to

\[
P_C = P_T - P_O.\tag{4}
\]

2.3.3. Electrochemical Measurement. The degradation behaviour was studied by potentiodynamic polarization using the potentiostat PARSTAT 4000 (Princeton Applied Research, USA). The electrochemical tests were carried out at a constant temperature of 37 ± 1°C in a glass beaker containing 150 mL of Hank’s solution, in a simulated body liquid electrolyte with a pH value of 7.4, or in a physiological saline solution (0.9% NaCl) with a pH of 5.9, which represents a more aggressive environment.

The composition of the used Hank solution was as follows: 8 NaCl, 0.14 KCl, 0.06 MgSO₄·7H₂O, 0.06 NaH₂PO₄·2H₂O, 0.35 NaHCO₃, 1.00 glucose, and 0.60 KH₂PO₄ and 0.10 MgCl₂·6H₂O (in g/L). We used a standard three-electrode system with a platinum foil as a counter electrode, a saturated calomel electrode as a reference electrode, and the foam sample as a working electrode, Figure 3(a).

The working electrode with an exposed area of 1.5 cm² was first immersed in the electrolyte for 120 min to measure its Open Circuit Potential (OCP). Figure 3(b) shows the method of attaching specimens. The potentiodynamic polarization was carried out by varying the applied potential from −250 mV to +250 mV relative to OCP at a scanning rate of 0.1666 mV/s. We tested three specimens of each type. The corrosion rate and the corrosion current densities were determined using a simplified Tafel extrapolation method.

2.3.4. Mechanical Properties. We investigated the mechanical behaviour of the manufactured foams under uniaxial compression. The tests were carried out on three samples (15 × 12 × 5 mm) of each foam type, using a universal testing machine (TiraTest 2300, Germany), at head speed of 0.001 mm/s and a load of 1kN. ASTM D1621-00 and ISO 844 standard were used to determine the yield strength and the modulus of elasticity. The modulus of elasticity was measured as the slope of the stress-strain curves in the elastic deformation region.
The offset yield strengths were determined as the stress values at 0.2% plastic strain.

The hardness of the metallic skeleton material was measured on metallographic cross sections of the foams. The hardness of the solid ligaments was measured with a microhardness tester LECO LM-700AT. For each sample, 50 indents were performed; the load was 10 g and the dwell time was 10 s. The indents were made with an indent separation of 40 μm in five distant places on the samples’ surface. If the Vickers indenter is used and the indent’s main diagonal is \( d \), then its depth is \( d/7 \) [24]. In the present experiment, the maximum value of the diagonal reached around 20 μm with the indentation depth of app. 2.9 μm. One can see that the depth of the indentation is very low compared to the thickness of the foam skeleton walls.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characteristics of Metallic Foams. Figure 4 shows the iron and iron-based foams produced by a replica method, using slurry infiltrated into a polyurethane sponge. The pure iron foam is labelled as Fe, the foam from a carbonyl phosphated powder is labelled as Fe-P(I), and the one prepared from a mixture of Fe-Fe₃P is labelled as Fe-P(II).

As can be seen, this method enables preparing metallic foams with an open, three-dimensional, interconnected macroporous network, which is one of the most essential requirements for tissue ingrowth. An advantage of the replica method is the possibility of manufacturing a scaffold with a required pore size matching the selected template, because the final structure of all prepared foams is close to the desired template structure. Similar morphological structures of foams have also been reported by other researchers using a replica method [22].

The visual inspection of the foams revealed a shrinkage of the Fe-P(I) foam as compared to the Fe and Fe-P(II) foams. The visible shrinkage of about 10% was caused by the presence of a liquid phase created by the interaction of the Fe₂O₃-P₂O₅ system that assisted the sintering of the phosphated carbonyl iron at 1120°C [25].

Porosity, pore size, and pore interconnectivity are key factors that significantly affect the mechanical properties and the biological performance of a scaffold, such as bone ingrowth and the transportation of cells and nutrients [26]. As proposed by Wen et al. [3], the pore size of 100–500 μm is sufficient to enable the ingrowth of vascular tissues. However, large pores are an advantage in case of larger implants that require a deeper penetration. The pore size of the Fe and Fe-P(II) foams ranged between 300 and 800 μm, and the pores of the Fe-P(I) foam were smaller, ranging between 250 and 700 μm.

Another important factor related to the fixation ability of scaffolds is their specific surface area [26]. Small pores are believed to provide a larger surface area and thus more space for the bone tissue ingrowth. As Figure 5 shows, the walls of the macropores have a relatively rough surface, with a large amount of micropores. These can be divided into two groups: micropores sized over 10 μm are created by the release of gases during the decomposition of a polyurethane sponge. The rounded micropores sized under 5 μm are created by sintering during the foam manufacturing. The BET method showed that the specific surface areas of the Fe, Fe-P(I), and Fe-P(II) foams were 0.39 m²/g, 0.35 m²/g, and 0.37 m²/g, respectively. Figure 5 shows the cross section of the foams’ pore walls. An image analysis determined a following decrease in the porosity of the macropores’ walls: Fe > Fe-P(II) > Fe(I), reaching 21%, 15%, and 8%, respectively.

The average size of micropores was 14.5 μm² for the Fe foam and 5.3 μm² and 12.3 μm² for the Fe-P(I) and Fe-P(II) foams, respectively. Surface areas this large provide more space for the scaffold/bone tissue interface, which can accelerate the bone reparation. Table 1 presents the average values for the density, total porosity level, and the open/closed porosity of the prepared iron-based foams. Values were obtained by measuring five samples of each foam type.

The densities of the prepared foams ranged between 0.73 and 0.94 g·cm⁻³. Slightly higher density values obtained for
phosphorus alloyed foams may have a positive effect on the mechanical properties. The total porosities of the manufactured Fe, Fe-P(I), and Fe-P(II) foams ranged between 88 and 89%. All samples obviously contained both close and open pores. The open porosity of the manufactured foams, constituted by both macropores and micropores, accounted for 81–84% of the total volume. In addition to open porosity, there is a lower percentage of closed porosity reaching about 5–7%. Pores may get partially closed due to the formation of liquid films bridging the cell walls [27]. A higher occurrence of closed pores was observed in the Fe-P(I) foams, which may have to do with the shrinkage of samples during sintering.

Using a replica method, foams with a structure similar to that of a cancellous bone [28] were prepared. Not only did the network of interconnected macropores allow for tissue ingrowth, but it also proved suitable for the transportation of nutrients and metabolic waste; micropores may enhance osteoconductivity.

**Table 1: Density and total and open porosities of iron and iron-based foams.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Density [g·cm⁻³]</th>
<th>Total porosity [%]</th>
<th>Open porosity [%]</th>
<th>Closed porosity [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-P(I)</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-P(II)</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4:** SEM image of the foams prepared by a replica method: (a) pure Fe, (b) Fe-P(I), and (c) Fe-P(II).
3.2. Corrosion Behaviour. As Alsberg et al. [29] reported, scaffold degradation represents a critical parameter for the bone tissue regeneration, because appropriate scaffold degradability provides the space for the matrix deposition and tissue growth, which may ultimately improve the quantity and quality of the regenerated bone.

In the present study, we studied the degradation of the manufactured iron and iron-based foams by anodic polarization at 37 ± 1°C in a simulated body solution. The corrosion behaviour in a neutral environment was studied in Hank’s solution with a pH of 7.4. A more aggressive environment was simulated by a physiological saline solution (0.9% NaCl) with a pH of 5.9.

Figure 6 shows typical curves obtained by potentiodynamic polarization after stabilizing the specimens for 120 min in different simulated body solutions recorded at a scan rate of 0.1666 mV/s. The corrosion potential ($E_{\text{corr}}$) and the corrosion current density ($i_{\text{corr}}$) were calculated from the intersection of the anodic and cathodic Tafel lines extrapolation. The average electrochemical parameters and the corrosion rate (CR) are listed in Table 2.

The corrosion potential of the Fe-P(I) foams tested in Hank’s solution was shifted to higher values as compared to the corrosion potential of the Fe and Fe(II) foams. This more noble corrosion potential indicates a lower corrosion susceptibility of Fe-P(I) foams.

It is a generally known fact that steels alloyed with small amounts of phosphorus exhibit an increased corrosion resistance. In addition, inorganic phosphate compounds are known to work as corrosion inhibitors for iron and carbon steels in solutions with a near-neutral pH [30]. As Kabátová et al. [25] report for sintered microstructure of phosphate iron powder, the spherical α-Fe phase and iron oxide phases are surrounded by a solidified liquid phase containing ferric phosphate compounds such as FePO$_4$, Fe$_3$PO$_7$, and Fe$_4$(P$_2$O$_7$). Iron phosphates react with iron ions to form a precipitate which inhibits corrosion. In accordance with this, the corrosion current densities ($i_{\text{corr}}$) and the corrosion rate of the manufactured foams increased in Hank’s solution as follows: Fe-P(I) < Fe-P(II) < Fe, Table 2. The corrosion rates reported for porous iron materials are higher than those for the nonporous ones [8]. This could be related to higher roughness, greater surface area, and the penetrable structure of the porous materials.

In the saline solution, the corrosion potential of all tested foams was shifted to lower values. Contrasting with Hank’s

![Figure 5: Metallographic cross section of the pore walls of the manufactured foams: (a) Fe, (b) Fe-P(I), and (c) Fe-P(II) foam.](image_url)
solution, the highest values of corrosion potential in the saline solution were attested for the Fe-P(II) foam. Despite this noble potential, the corrosion rate of the Fe-P(II) foams was higher than that of the Fe-P(I) foams.

Ratio-wise, we arrived at attested similar values for the corrosion rate and the corrosion current density in both solutions, except that all corrosion rates attested in the saline solution were twice as high as in Hank’s solution. As reported by Orináková et al. [18], the amount of corrosion products found on the surface of the specimens in a saline solution is higher than in Hank’s solution. The lower corrosion rate attested for Hank’s solution might be caused by a different chemical composition of the corrosion products formed during the corrosion test. The corrosion layer formed in Hank’s solution is more protective than the one formed in a saline solution, because it also contains Ca and P precipitates [31], the presence of which can inhibit the corrosion process. It generally held that the presence of phosphorus in the sintered iron foams inhibited the corrosion rate in both tested solutions. A higher corrosion resistance was observed in the foams prepared from the phosphated carbonyl iron powder.

3.3. Mechanical Properties. When under compression, open-cell foams respond to the applied stress universally, no matter what material the foam is made of. The stress-strain curve generally consists of three distinct regions: (1) a quasi-elastic linear increase in stress for small compressive strains, (2) a “plateau” region characterized by no or very small slope of the stress-strain curve, and (3) a region of densification with rapidly increasing stress [32, 33].

Foam’s initial linear response to an increase in stress (i.e., the elastic deformation) is controlled by bending and stretching of the cell edges or cell faces. The plateau has to do with a collapse of cells. This is due to plastic yielding or brittle crushing of cell edges (faces), all depending on the properties of the material that the foam is made of. The stress-strain curve in the plateau region is quite smooth for a ductile solid skeleton but tends to be rather jagged for a brittle skeleton. The slope of the plateau region depends on whether the cells (pores) are open or closed. Open-cell foams continue to collapse at an almost constant load, thus providing a long flat plateau. In case of closed-cell foams, the deformation of cell faces and the compression of gas confined in the cells prevent further deformation. Therefore, it takes a continuous increase in compressive stress for a deformation to proceed. Nevertheless, it holds for all foams that the lower the foam density, the longer the plateau region [32, 33].

When densified, the cell edges and faces touch each other. Consequently, with all pores compressed, further strain means compression of the solid material itself, providing the final region with rapidly increasing stress.

Figure 7 shows typical compressive stress-strain curves recorded for the Fe, Fe-P(I), and the Fe-P(II) foams. In all cases, the initial quasi-elastic deformation is followed by a plastic deformation. In addition, the figure shows that all samples exhibited regular and smooth behaviour within the plateau region, which is a typical feature of ductile metallic foams.

The elastic deformation portions of all specimens are in a range of strains from 3 to 10%. These small ranges imply that all foam samples exhibited low elastic deformation at low compressive stress before undergoing large plastic deformation. The yield stress was determined as a measure of stress required to produce a plastic deformation of 0.2%. It can be seen that the addition of phosphorus generally increased the yield strength of both Fe-P(I) and Fe-P(II) foams as compared to the Fe foam samples. The compressive
Compressive stress (MPa)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Yield strength [MPa]</th>
<th>Elastic modulus [MPa]</th>
<th>Hardness HV 0.01</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.19</td>
<td>15.3 ± 2.79</td>
<td>68 ± 13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-P(I)</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.38</td>
<td>15.9 ± 2.91</td>
<td>133 ± 35.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe-P(II)</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.30</td>
<td>22.4 ± 6.80</td>
<td>278 ± 80.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The lowest deformation at which the densification phase started was attested for the Fe-P(I) samples. This might be due to the fact that its pores were the smallest of all samples.

4. Conclusion

Iron-based cellular materials with an open interconnected structure and porosity up to 89% were successfully fabricated by a replica method. This production route generates a cell structure similar to that of cancellous bone. The samples with added phosphorus were manufactured in order to improve the mechanical properties. Two different types of Fe-P foams with 0.5 wt.-% of phosphorus were prepared, Fe-P(I) from a phosphated carbonyl iron powder and Fe-P(II) from a mixture of carbonyl iron and Fe₃P. Phosphorus proved to be a suitable alloying element for the foam manufacture due to its beneficial effect on the sintered density which significantly enhanced the mechanical strength. An electrochemical study of the corrosion properties showed that the Fe-P foams inhibited corrosion. A lower corrosion rate was observed for the Fe-P foam prepared from a phosphated carbonyl iron powder. Iron and iron-phosphorus alloyed foams prepared by a powder metallurgical replication route seem to be suitable candidates for new biodegradable bone grafts capable of bearing high loads.

Nevertheless, further research of the biocorrosion rate regulation and in vitro investigations of the biocompatibility of such materials will be necessary.
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